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I Purpose and Background
The purpose of Building Corridors of Opportunity: City of Fort Myers Community Economic Development
Strategy (CEDS):is to develop integrated short-term and long-range community economic development
strategies for the City’s major commercial corridors – Palm Beach Boulevard, Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard, US 41 (Cleveland Avenue), Fowler Street, Colonial Boulevard - and the surrounding
residential communities.
An important goal of the CEDS was to make the City’s major commercial corridors more functional and
efficient. However, in order to be functional and efficient commercial corridors need to create an
identity. This can be a challenge as commercial corridors are commonly arterial streets defining
neighborhood borders. They are typically seen as passing through neighborhoods rather than as integral
neighborhood pieces contributing to livability. How easily and safely residents are able to get from one
place to another has a major effect on a City’s quality of life. As such, the CEDS is viewed as a means of
connecting people to economic opportunities, social activities, and medical care while offering residents
convenient, healthy, accessible, and low-cost alternatives to long commutes.
The CEDS planning process includes the valued input from various community, government, and
business leaders throughout. This input helped establish the following set of guiding principles that are
immersed in the Community Economic Development Strategies:
◼

Position the City’s Major Commercial Corridors for Economic Growth and Opportunity:
The City is already well-positioned to tap into the broad base of entrepreneurial activity
occurring in the surrounding trade area. Growing entrepreneurial activity is found in most
industry sectors, including professional and technical industries involving high-tech advanced
manufacturing. The major commercial corridors create the connection to the larger trade area
while providing land use capacity for business development, jobs, and improved connectivity.

◼

Expand Economic Opportunity and Upward Mobility: Competitive communities support an
expanding supply of jobs and occupations paying competitive wages and skills that provide
a platform for upward economic mobility and building household wealth. In addition,
competitive communities implement strategies to prepare residents to compete for these jobs
by building local human capital.

◼

Support Local Innovation: All communities grow through the expansion of local businesses and
a steady supply of new businesses to maintain employment and competitive advantages. All
successful businesses need to continuously innovate, invest, and update to remain
competitive. Successful communities support local business capacity to innovate and adopt
new technologies to improve performance and competitiveness.

◼

Plan for Stable, Sustainable Long-Term Growth: Large swings in business and housing market
cycles can be especially damaging at the local level. The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated
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how severe economic shocks can impact local and regional economies. Competitive
communities support diversified employment, industry, and occupational growth that are less
susceptible to economic shocks and normal business cycle fluctuations, thereby protecting
worker incomes and household wealth during such economic downturns.
◼

Targeted and Strategic Allocations of Resources to Stimulate Economic Growth: In an era of
shrinking federal and state funding, leaders in high performing local economies a) focus and
target investments in their local strengths, b) take a disciplined and targeted approach to
investments in physical assets, real estate, and infrastructure, and c) focus on high-wage job
creation in leading local industries before attempting to attract businesses in entirely new
industries.

◼

Address Housing Market Imbalances: High performing communities provide equitable
solutions to address housing market imbalances that make buying or renting a home
inaccessible and placing undue costs that erode incomes, dampen wealth building, and
hamper the retention of younger workers. Sustainable and inclusive communities provide a
spectrum of housing opportunities and building types.

◼

Incentivize Land Use and Zoning: Zoning and land use strategies are the most effective and
cost-efficient tools a City has at its disposal. Zoning incentives coupled with relatively modest
investments in targeted areas can have rapid, catalytic impacts on investment activity. Creative
zoning and land use tools allow the city, residents, and private and non-profit developers to
work together in designing (re)development uses and establish an overall growth pattern.

◼

Focused Implementation Strategies: City’s must develop implementation strategies,
incentives, recommendations and performance targets that are market responsive, highly
prioritized, specific, realistic, and attainable. Successful community economic development
strategies identify and prioritize small-scale projects that can be immediately implemented.
This will allow the City of Fort Myers to “hit the ground running” - positioned to immediately
implement its highest priority investments, programs, and projects.

II Competitive Assessment
A “Competitive Assessment” was completed for the first stage of the CEDS planning process. The
Competitive Assessment provides data-driven analytics of the City and regional economy and a platform
for developing community economic development policies including short-term and long-range planning
strategies for the City’s major commercial corridors and surrounding neighborhoods.
The main objective of the Competitive Assessment was to identify the potential economic drivers and
policies that can potentially attract private investment and enable business growth, job creation,
increased tax revenues and expanded economic opportunities for businesses and residents of Fort
Myers. The assessment identified economic advantages and disadvantages of the City’s major corridors,
local demand conditions, and economic opportunities based on the presence of growth industries,
including advanced industries and industry clusters in the trade area that could help drive community
economic development in the future.
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Competitive Assessment Key Findings
1) The Economic Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic and its community and economic impacts were not anticipated at the start
of the City’s CEDS planning initiative. However, the post-COVID-19 environment has required the
planning process to incorporate a new lens for assessing the pandemic’s economic and community
impacts. It is anticipated that without a carefully crafted planning response the COVID-19 pandemic
will extend economic hardship for many workers and small businesses long-term.
2) Significant Pre-COVID Economic Growth
The City of Fort Myers and Lee County have experienced significant population and economic growth
in the last eight years. Fort Myers is growing into a diversified economy featuring highly competitive
business services, construction products and services, real estate development, distribution and
electronic commerce, transportation and logistics, agricultural inputs and services, environmental
services, downstream metal products and a host of traded clusters competing outside the region.
The City’s best economic and employment opportunities are in those clusters and industries that
drive current and future economic growth. Targeting investments and resources in these high
impact sub-sectors ensures investments in the area’s strengths and offer the greatest return on
private and public investment.
3) Building Corridors of Opportunity: Inclusion and Equity
The health and vitality of neighborhoods and the growth of local and regional economies can be
mutually supportive. County and regional economic growth can substantially impact the vitality of
neighborhood businesses and residents, while economically vibrant neighborhoods can significantly
impact the growth of the larger local economy. However, the Competitive Assessment found many
of the City’s neighborhoods have become disconnected – physically, economically, and socially from
the larger community and the economic growth and opportunities that have occurred in Lee County
over the past five years. Many of the neighborhoods located between Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard and Palm Beach Boulevard are strewn with vacant lots and isolated from businesses and
job opportunities. Large sections of the commercial corridors that crisscross these neighborhoods
and others throughout the City are characterized by a fragmented land use and development
pattern that is dated and underdeveloped. Further, many residents lack the knowledge and skills to
take advantage of the opportunities within growing industrial sectors.
4) Responding to the Changing Geography of Work
The City of Fort Myers in well-positioned to take full advantage of the patterns of retail, office and
industrial development that have been undergoing rapid and fundamental change across the U.S.
The practice of employers moving workers out of a central office on a daily basis and either
structuring telecommuting or moving satellite offices closer to where their employees actually live
is known as workshifting. Workshifting and telecommuting are a hybrid of workplace and office cost
reduction, land use and transportation strategies to quantifiably reduce the number of commuter
trips workers need to make for work each week. Co-working, shared, home office, and off-site office
space are also playing a rapidly growing role in the future of the workplace. The COVID-19 pandemic
will surely accelerate remote work.
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III Commercial Corridor Concept Target Areas
A. Overview
Due to the length, existing development patterns, and land use variations along the City’s major commercial corridors, the conceptual
planning drilled down to segments of the corridors where land use, development patterns, economic opportunity, and connectivity provide
the greatest potential opportunities for (re)development strategies. (Re)development strategies must demonstrate coherence and build on
existing assets and competitive advantages. Having coherent strategies in place provides an opportunity for the City’s to target public and
private resources and jump start investment activity.
B. Concept Target Areas
Three (3) “Concept Target Areas” were delineated which provide a cohesive starting point for strategic planning discussions including
targeting of resources:
Concept Target Areas Boundaries

Concept Target Areas Future Land Use
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Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard Boundary

1) Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard Concept Plan
Boundaries
The Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK) Boulevard Concept Plan incorporates the western segment
of the boulevard extending from Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard west to US 41 (Cleveland
Avenue); south to Edison Avenue; east to Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard; and north back
to MLK Boulevard.
Land Use and Zoning
The Future Land Use Category along MLK Boulevard from Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard
west to Evans Avenue is Commercial Corridor (CC). the section between Evan Avenue to US
41 (Cleveland Avenue) is Downtown (D/T) to the north and Midtown (M/T) to the south. The
Midtown land use extends south to Edison Avenue and east to Evans Avenue. The area north
of Edison Avenue east to Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard and north to MLK Boulevard is a
mix of Low (RLD) and Medium Density Residential (RMD) with Industrial IND) along Evans
Avenue.

Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard Future Land Use

MLK Boulevard is zoned Commercial Intensive (CI) from Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard
west to Evans Avenue. From Evans Avenue to US 41 (Cleveland Avenue) the zoning is a mix
of Urban Core and Civic. US 41 south of MLK Boulevard is zoned Urban Core south to Victoria
Ave, and Commercial Intensive (CI) south to Edison Avenue. Edison Avenue is zoned mainly
Light Industrial (LI) and Commercial Intensive (CI) on the north to Prince Street. The south
side of Edison Avenue is zoned Commercial Intensive (CI) on the west near US 41, a mix of
residential zoning districts on the south to Royal Palm Avenue. Edison Avenue is zoned Light
Industrial (LI) from Evans Avenue to Prince Street and residential from Prince Street to
Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard. The Edison Avenue and Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard
intersection is zoned Commercial Intensive (CI). Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard is zoned
Commercial Intensive (CI) on the west from Edison Avenue to MLK Boulevard and mainly
residential on the east.
Community Assets
➢ Midtown Redevelopment
➢ Fort Myers Technical College
➢ Clemente Park

➢ IMAG History and Science Center
➢ Franklin Park Magnet School
➢ Lee County Black History Society
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Palm Beach Boulevard Boundary

2) Palm Beach Boulevard Concept Plan
Boundaries
The Palm Beach Boulevard Concept Plan follows the boundaries of the East Fort Myers
Community Redevelopment Area (CRA).
Land Use and Zoning
The Future Land Use Category along the full length of Palm Beach Boulevard is Commercial
Corridor (CC). The land north of Palm Beach Boulevard is a mix of Traditional Community
(T/C) and Low Density Residential (RLD). The land south of Palm Beach Boulevard is primally
Low Density Residential (RLD) to the east and a mix of Recreation (REC) and Traditional
Community (T/C) to the west.
Palm Beach Boulevard is zoned Commercial Intensive (CI) for the full length of the target
area. The area north of Palm Beach Boulevard is primarily zoned Single-Family (RS-6) with a
small section of Medium Density Multi-family (RM-12) between Van Buren Street and Marsh
Avenue. The area to the south of Palm Beach Boulevard Single-Family (RS-7).
Community Assets

Palm Beach Boulevard Future Land Use>

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Riverside Park/Community Center
Terry Park Sports Complex
Edgewood Renaissance Academy
First Haitian Baptist Church Restored of Fort Myers
Billy Bowlegs Park
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US 41 and Colonial Boulevard Boundary

3) US 41 and Colonial Boulevard Concept Plan
Boundaries
The US 41 and Colonial Boulevard Concept Plan extends from the intersection of US 41 and
Edison Avenue to the northeast; south to Colonial Boulevard; east to Fowler Street; north to
Edison Avenue; and west on Edison Avenue to US 41.
Land Use and Zoning
The Future Land Use Category along US 41, Colonial Avenue to Fowler Street and north to
Edison Avenue is Commercial Corridor (CC). The land between US 41 and Fowler Street is
Medium Density Residential (RMD) from Hanson Street north to Edison Avenue and a mix of
Low Density Residential (RLD) and Traditional Community (T/C) south of Hanson Street to
Colonial Boulevard.

US 41 and Colonial Boulevard Future Land Use

US 41 is zoned Commercial Intensive (CI) from Edison Avenue south to Colonial Boulevard
and east to Fowler Street. Fowler Street is zoned Commercial Intensive (CI) on both sides
north to Edison Avenue. The land north of Edison Avenue to Carrell Road between US 41 and
Fowler Street is primarily zoned Commercial Intensive (CI). The land north of Carrell Road
between US 41 and Fowler Street is a mix of Medium Density Multi-family (RM-12) south of
Edison Avenue to Hanson Street, and a mix of Single-Family (RS-7), Medium Density Multifamily (RM-12), and High Density Multi-family (RM-16).
Community Assets
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Lee Memorial Hospital
Edison Mall
Unincorporated Urban Reserve Area
Fort Myers Middle Academy
Coronado Hugh School
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C. Design Concepts
In order to jump start and sustain (re)development in the Conceptual Target Areas and other
segments of the commercial corridors, the City will need to adopt design principles that
promote investment activity that is functional, aesthetic, and compatible with surrounding
residential communities. These design principles should state the following:
1) Ensure land use and zoning promote incentives for creative and functional design;
2) Articulate a vision for (re)development along the City’s commercial corridors that is
sustainable, functional and attractive;
3) Promote the reuse and revitalization of existing commercial centers by incentivizing
private investment activity;
4) Promote quality development in commercial corridors through project approval
streamlining, flexible development standards, and a proactive design approach;
5) Encourage intensification of land use on (re)development opportunity sites and in
areas appropriate for higher densities, and promote development in certain districts;
6) Ensure that all commercial projects within revitalization areas - such as streetscape
improvements, new development, adaptive reuse and rehabilitation - meet
standards for design quality, appropriate to the scale, scope, and location of the
project; and
7) Create a consistent and transparent project review and permitting process to assist
developers, community members, project planners, City staff, and the City Council.
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D. Design Priorities
There are two project design priorities the City must consider to trigger (re)development and
investment activity: 1) major intersections, and 2) gateways or entrances from I-75.
1. Major Intersections
The major intersections along the commercial corridors should be the focus of the City’s
(re)development planning. Commercial intersections or “nodes” establish the physical
identity of key segments of the corridors and the design standards for the each block. As
such, the major intersections within the three Concept Target Areas require a priority focus.
The major intersections include:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

MLK, Jr. Boulevard and Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard
MLK, Jr. Boulevard and Fowler Street
Palm Beach Boulevard and Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard
US 41 and Edison Avenue
US 41 and Colonial Boulevard

Retrofitting complex intersections with the proper geometric street patterns is both a design
and engineering challenge. Historic development patterns and intersecting street grids have
resulted in the creation of complex intersections with little coherency. This has also created
traffic safety, stormwater, and pedestrian crossing issues.
Major commercial intersections offer a range of design options that reflect the City’s vision
for the corridors and surrounding neighborhoods.
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Gateways
Gateways are welcoming points that draws viewers into a particular location in a city or
district. For the purposes of Fort Myers, gateways should be focused on the two Major entry
points from I-75 – Palm Beach Boulevard and Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard. The two
gateways should be used to build “community brand” and promote the City’s Community
Economic Development Strategy. Gateway improvements can also encourage economic
growth along the commercial corridors by improving the visual impact of the landscape.
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Palm Beach Boulevard and I-75 Gateway
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Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and I-75 Gateway
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IV Draft Community Economic Development Strategies

The following draft Community Economic Development Strategies (CEDS) are recommended for
each of the three Commercial Corridor Target Areas:
1) Adopt a Clear Target Industry Focus
Identifying and focusing community economic development strategies on the growth of
target industries and occupations is crucial. The City of Fort Myers has a compact economy,
and its growth potential isn’t unlimited. Promoting industries with higher-skilled, higher
paying jobs is important to sustain the quality of the City’s economy and its quality of life. The
growth of jobs in its most competitive, higher-skilled industries provides 1) greater spin-off
with economic multipliers, 2) more opportunities for upward mobility, 3) support for the
growth of other service jobs, 4) a higher return on investment of public and private dollars, 5)
a more efficient allocation of public resources, and 6) better resistance from cyclical economic
swings.
2) Focus on Small-Firm Growth
To support the competitive needs and growth of the Commercial Corridor Target Areas, small
businesses should be a clear strategic priority. Small businesses are the City’s most important
source of employment, one of its clear competitive advantages and draws on a clear regional
strength. Policies to support small businesses focus on helping them compete in large markets
and against larger firms. In most cases this takes the form of supporting the economies of
scale (business services, technical expertise, financing, labor, and access to supply chains) that
large firms have internally. Recommended strategies can be funded through local, state,
federal, and institutional sources.
3) Provide Land Use and Zoning Incentives
Land use and zoning should be used as (re)development incentives for each of the Commercial
Corridor Target Areas including special area plans (SAPs) and infill development. Special area
plans can be an effective tool for acquisition of key parcels in targeted locations along the
major commercial corridors. Special area plans are designed to encourage the assembly (510 acres minimum) and master planning of abutting parcels. SAPs provide greater integration
of public and private improvements and infrastructure better enable thoroughfare
connectivity and to encourage a variety of building heights, massing and streetscape design,
and high-quality design elements. SAPs provide an incentive for developers by offering
significant increases in housing densities. In turn, the city can require a reasonable portion of
units be set aside for affordable and workforce housing, or that a contribution be made to a
fund for affordable/workforce housing.
The area within an SAP should be designed to address the City’s challenge of lot depth and
compatibility with surrounding lower density residential neighborhoods. A potential SAP
would have higher densities and building heights along the major commercial corridors with
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densities and intensities gradually decreasing toward the edges of the abutting lower density
residential neighborhoods.
Successful infill development should provide overall residential densities high enough to
support commercial and retail uses along the City’s commercial corridors as well as a wider
variety of convenience services and amenities. It can return cultural, social, recreational and
entertainment opportunities, gathering places, and vitality to older sections of the
commercial corridors and neighborhoods. As such, infill development involves more than the
piecemeal development of individual lots.
4) Re-Tool Local Business Development Incentives
Supporting wealth creation and job opportunities within the Commercial Corridor Target
Areas will require continued and expanded support for neighborhood businesses. Job
creation and business investment incentives are also a critical competitive advantage. A
package of economic development incentives aimed at the specific needs of local businesses
would include small-scale seed grants for neighborhood economic development and
revitalization projects; low-cost loans, interest buy-downs, and Florida New Markets Tax
Credits.
5) Formalized and Tailored Workforce Development
Workforce development and training must be focused on industry sectors, occupations, and
technologies that provide the greatest opportunities for local workers. Programs must be
tailored to specific learning and skill sets and offered at the neighborhood level for easy
access. Apprenticeships and internships for Fort Myers high school students should be
formalized and aligned with target industry skills to build a talent pipeline.
6) Build an Accelerator Ecosystem
It is critically important to match accelerator programs and internal capabilities to local
economic sector strengths. Fort Myers has proven to be a desirable business location. Lee
County is also home to significant local entrepreneurial talent with the potential to create a
myriad of new and expanding business opportunities in the Commercial Corridor Target
Areas. The City should establish a network of business accelerators focused on serving local
entrepreneurs and social impact entrepreneurs. Though developing a small network of
accelerators may require an initial seed investment or subsidy, the continued costs of
operation would be a completely private expense.
7) Expand Local Business Technical Assistance
Growing existing businesses is the fastest way to grow new jobs in the community. However,
expanding market share, making new capital investments, or moving into new markets can
be a daunting, risky, or difficult proposition. Small businesses benefit from technical support
when making critical expansion decisions. The City should aggressively support and help
expand the scope and quality of business technical support services in the Commercial
Corridor Target Areas.
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8) Support Active Workshifting Strategies
Detailed analysis of where its residents work and where businesses are located indicate
that Fort Myers is exemplary of the deep changes occurring in how we work, where we work
and who we work for. Based on the Competitive Assessment too many working residents of
City commute to work outside the City Limits each day exacerbating traffic congestion,
degrading quality of life and the environment.
9) Develop Affordable Housing Strategies Based on Local Demand
Major demographic, economic, and development trends are impacting the demand for, and
future value of, Fort Myers’ housing supply. Strong demand for the area as a place to live has
continued to move housing values upward. The City will need to develop a healthy mix of safe,
decent and affordable housing for low- and moderate -income households; Produce highquality living environments and promote the preservation of stable residential and mixed-use
neighborhoods. From both an economic and livability standpoint, communities that can offer
a spectrum of choices within this market framework will hold a distinct competitiveness and
provide real wealth building opportunities for its resident.
10) Adopt a Multi-Point Marketing Strategy
The City of Fort Myers needs to broadcast its qualities to regional and national markets. It is
most likely that many outsiders are unaware of the City’s economic dynamism and size. As
such, the City should develop a multi-point marketing program designed to achieve three
goals:
a. Drive new investment and innovation by Fort Myers’ existing and businesses;
b. Drive new investment from outside business owners and investors; and
c. Better connecting and networking of Fort Myers’ businesses with one another and
businesses outside the City to drive innovation, grow sales, and improve supply
chains.
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